"SUPER FLY" is super big!

"SUPER FLY" is brilliant! It has a solid, tense plot, eye-catching settings, sex, whirlwind pacing." - BARBARA GOLDSMITH, Houston Post.

"Symbolically, SUPER FLY stands in a class by itself." - JAMES P. MURPHY, American News.

"This is the one to see! An intelligent, perceptive, fast paced movie. Solid script, solid acting, a musical score by Curtis Mayfield that will probably get an Academy Award nomination. It's a very important movie." - EDWARD SANDERS, ABC TV.

A potently tuneful drama. One scene will have everyone talking, the ending will have them screaming." - SETH ROGEN, Los Angeles Times.

Voter registrar to be at MIT Wednesday

The Cambridge Commission of Elections will supply a voter registrar for the MIT community tomorrow. The session is scheduled for 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the West Lounge of the Student Center. Any person who can prove that Cambridge is his domicile is eligible to register. The UA sponsored drive comes only three days before city registration books are closed in preparation for the presidential election next month.

Dean Kenneth Browning is supplying lists of dormitory residents for the registrar, which should speed up the process for off-campus students. People who live off-campus should bring some proof of address such as a copy of their lease.

In the past, students who lived in Cambridge have had tremendous problems in trying to register to vote. They have been refused for a number of reasons, mostly having to do with the transient nature of the student population and the difference between residence and domicile. It is not known at this time whether such a problem will exist, although a similar drive was staged at Harvard yesterday. The results of tomorrow's drive are not expected to differ from those of yesterday's test case.

According to UAP Curtis Reeves, several groups both on and off campus in the Cambridge community are awaiting the outcome of these drives. Reeves notes that David Sullivan '74, who spent his summer helping to register Cambridge residents, plans to file charges against the election commission in the State Attorney General's office if students are barred from registering.

The voter registration drive is one of a series of events sponsored by the UA to encourage a more socially aware student body. "If we can continue to perform service like this for the rest of the year, we'll be happy," said Reeves.

Career office expands advisory capacities

By Ken Davis

MIT, once almost exclusively a breeding ground for engineers, scientists and mathematicians, has in recent years graduated an increasing number of students interested in professional careers. These students are the main function of the Pre-Professional Advising and Education Office. The office, which is under the direction of Susan P. Haigh, has expanded its facilities for the advising of pre-law and pre-education students. Recently, the office sponsored a voter registration drive to encourage a more socially aware student body.

Recently, the office sponsored a voter registration drive to encourage a more socially aware student body. The office also provides other services to students interested in professional careers.

The Pre-Professional Office also provides other services to students. The office has on file the catalogs to many medical, law and dental schools. It also handles applications for students who wish to take the National Teacher's Test, the Medical College Admissions Test, the Dental Aptitude Test, and the Law School Admissions Test. The office sends out letters of recommendation to medical schools which require them.

Recently, the office sponsored a voter registration drive to encourage a more socially aware student body. Although no more such general meetings will take place, representatives of medical and law schools will give talks, and seminars to discuss career aspects of the professions will be offered.

Sign-up sheets for interest in the professions have been posted both in the main building and in the Pre-Professional Office. The sheets are color-coded, as in all pre-professional literature this year: green for law, blue for medicine, and yellow for education. As of Friday afternoon, 225 students had signed up indicating interest. The signatures break down to 150 in medicine, 74 in law and 25 in education.

In past years, MIT has become a successful base for starting a medical career. MIT's rate of having students accepted into medical school has been over 70%, the highest in the country.

In the past, students who came to MIT for a career in science may have wondered whether MIT could offer them a more socially oriented career. MIT now has the resources to aid students in this area. The Pre-professional Office is under the direction of Susan P. Haigh, who has expanded its facilities for the advising of pre-law and pre-education students. The office also provides other services to students interested in professional careers.